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The July Picnic is on July 25th starting 6:00 PM at the Commissary Building (Fort
Concho). Karla Clark will be cooking the Ribs and Brisket. Bring side salads and
desserts. If you haven't been contacted by Callan Clark, please contact him and RSVP
by Thursday, July 18th (cell: 325-763-7361).
CVAS to participate in San Angelo Genealogical and Historical Society Genealogy Fair
The CVAS will be again represented with a table at the San
Angelo Genealogy Fair on August 27th. The event will run
from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. in the Community Room (top floor) of
the Stephens Central Library. Volunteers are encouraged to
email or contact us during the July picnic event with plans to
attend.
email: callan_clark@yahoo.com or tomashmore@wcc.net

2012 CVAS table at Genealogy Fair

TAS Field School Report
C.A. Maedgen

Historic site circa 1860. Constructed by Medina County
judge along Hondo Creek. It was a show place in its day
and time. TAS field school crew working 3 each meter
square grids looking for historical artifacts. Details will
be printed in an up coming TAS newsletter. When I
looked close at the stone masonry it was hard to not think
of Fort Chadbourne and its stone work from 1852. Very
striking similarities but still unique in its own way. Cypress beams made up the rafters and there were wood
floors that remain to this day in very good condition. As
you can see the roofing is in bad need of repair and as we
know from Fort Chadboure, when the roof goes so goes
the remainder of the building. Let’s hope they find some
spare pocket change to do some stabilization work.
…………c.a.
(continued on next page)

TAS Field School Report
C.A. Maedgen

As you can see from the photo there was a floored dog trot breeze way between the 2 sections of the house. The floor
in the breeze way has been removed but we can still see the evidence of where it was. As you would expect there are
many names inscribed on the walls and I believe the oldest one was marked as about 1901. It is obvious from the evidence that many folks gravitated to this old abandoned site over the years. Let’s hope that the owners decide to rebuild
the site and we wish them all the best in looking for the dollars to make this structure last another 100
years…………..c.a.

When Did Humans Begin Hurling Spears?
news.sciencemag.org, by Heather Pringle, 17 May 2013
Archaeologists have long debated when early humans began hurling stone-tipped spears and darts at large prey. By
throwing a spear, instead of thrusting it, humans could hunt buffalo and other dangerous game from a safe distance, with
less risk of a goring or mauling. But direct evidence of this hunting technique in early sites has been lacking. A new study of
impact marks on the bones of ancient prey shows that such sophisticated killing techniques go back at least 90,000 years
ago in Africa and offers a new method of determining how prehistoric hunters made their kills.
Other researchers have used indirect methods to study the use of projectiles, such as analyzing impact fractures on ancient
stone points or identifying traces left by hafting on the points. Such evidence suggests that early humans created throwing
spears as early as 500,000 years ago in Africa. But that kind of evidence leaves room for doubt and is frequently disputed.
Archaeologist Corey O'Driscoll of South East Archaeology in Canberra became interested in the traces left by hurled spears
after reading studies of the wounds that medieval weapons inflicted on humans. In preliminary work, European
archaeologists had fired reproductions of Upper Paleolithic points made of antler at the carcasses of oxen and deer, then
studied the marks that they left on the bones. But many archaeologists remained unconvinced by the findings, seeing little
clear difference between projectile marks and cut marks from butchering. O'Driscoll decided to build on these studies for
his undergraduate honors thesis.
He and a colleague knapped flint reproductions of spear and arrow points from the Middle Stone Age in Africa and attached
them to wooden shafts. With a group of University of Queensland students, he ran 15 experiments, throwing replica spears
and firing replica arrows with bows or a calibrated crossbow at lamb and cow carcasses. After boiling the carcasses or
burying them for rapid defleshing by microbes and insects, O'Driscoll found 758 wounds on the bones, which he examined
microscopically, and compared to 201 cut marks in an experimentally created reference collection of butchered animal
bones.
He found "quite a difference between the butchering marks and projectile impact marks," he says. His study revealed six
types of distinctive projectile impact wounds, from drag marks to fracture marks and punctures. O'Driscoll also noted that
most projectile impact marks were located on vertebrae or rib bones and that 17% percent of the marks overall—and 50% of
the punctures—held microscopic bits of embedded stone from the flint points, due to the high velocity of impact. By contrast, none of the butchering marks contained such stone fragments, another key distinction.
These findings prompted O'Driscoll and the University of Queensland's Jessica Thompson to take a new look at three bone
specimens from large unidentified mammals—a rib and two vertebrae—from Pinnacle Point Cave in South Africa.
Thompson had earlier detected embedded stone fragments in marks on these bones. Using O'Driscoll's diagnostic criteria,
the pair identified projectile impact marks on all three bones. Two dated to between 91,000 and 98,000 years ago—making
them the oldest direct evidence of the use of projectile weapons, according to a paper presented at the Society for American
Archaeology meeting in Honolulu in April. (O'Driscoll's thesis will be published by the Australian Archaeological
Association in June.) A third bone dated even earlier, between 153,000 and 174,000 years ago.
"This is great work," says Curtis Marean of Arizona State University, Tempe, noting that the projectile impact marks, "have
a clear and recognizable morphology."
Archaeologist Tiina Manne at the University of Queensland also finds the identification of projectile impact marks—at least
on the two later bones—highly persuasive. "This strongly suggests that projectile technology at Pinnacle Point was in use
by at least 90 to 95,000 years ago," she says. But she's less convinced by the evidence on the oldest bone, noting that only a
"single grain" of stone from the projectile point was embedded in the bone.
Despite this reservation, Manne says that these "exciting" findings can help researchers recognize projectile impact marks
on bone in many times and places. They have "incredibly wide-ranging applicability and the potential to further our
understanding of when this technology was adopted elsewhere."

Blood of the Irish: DNA Proves Ancestry of the People of Ireland
news.sciencemag.org, by Heather Pringle, 17 May 2013
CVAS editor’s note: More and more, archeology is working hand-in-hand with other sciences to figure out the most
probable historical facts. One of those sciences is now genome sequencing. With that in mind I thought you might find
this article interesting.
————————————————————————————————————————————————
The Blood in Irish veins is Celtic, right? Well, not exactly. Although the history many Irish people were taught at school
is the history of the Irish as a Celtic race, the truth is much more complicated, and much more interesting than that ...
Research done into the DNA of Irish males has shown that the old Anthropological attempts to define 'Irish' have been
misguided. As late as the 1950s researchers were busy collecting data among Irish people such as hair colour and height,
in order to categorise them as a 'race' and define them as different to the British. In fact British and Irish people are closely related in their ancestry.
Research into Irish DNA and ancestry has revealed close links with Scotland stretching back to before the Ulster Planation of the early 1600s. But the closest relatives to the Irish in DNA terms are actually from somewhere else entirely!
The earliest settlers came to Ireland around 10,000 years ago, in Stone Age times. There are still remnants of their
presence scatter across the island. Mountsandel in Coleraine in the North of Ireland is the oldest known site of settlement
in Ireland - remains of woven huts, stone tools and food such as berries and hazelnuts were discovered at the site in 1972.
For a long time the myth of Irish history has been that the Irish are Celts. Many people still refer to Irish, Scottish and
Welsh as Celtic culture - and the assumtion has been that they were Celts who migrated from central Europe around
500BCE. Keltoi was the name given by the Ancient Greeks to a 'barbaric' (in their eyes) people who lived to the north of
them in central Europe. While early Irish art shows some similarities of style to central European art of the Keltoi,
historians have also recognised many significant differences between the two cultures.
The latest research into Irish DNA has confirmed that the early inhabitants of Ireland were not directly descended from the Keltoi of
central Europe. In fact the closest genetic relatives of the Irish in
Europe are to be found in the north of Spain in the region known as
the Basque Country. These same ancestors are shared to an extent
with the people of Britain - especially the Scottish.
DNA testing through the male Y chromosome has shown that Irish
males have the highest incidence of the haplogroup 1 gene in
Europe. While other parts of Europe have integrated contiuous
waves of new settlers from Asia, Ireland's remote geographical
position has meant that the Irish gene-pool has been less susceptible
to change. The same genes have been passed down from parents to
children for thousands of years.
This is mirrored in genetic studies which have compared DNA analysis with Irish surnames. Many surnames in Irish are Gaelic surnames, suggesting that the holder of the surname is a descendant of
people who lived in Ireland long before the English conquests of
the Middle Ages. Men with Gaelic surnames, showed the highest
incidences of Haplogroup 1 (or Rb1) gene. This means that those
The Kingdom of Dalriada c 500 AD is marked in green.
Irish whose ancestors pre-date English conquest of the island are
Pictish areas marked yellow.
direct descendants of early stone age settlers who migrated from
Spain.
Irish and Scottish people share very similar DNA. The obvious similarities of culture, pale skin, tendancy to red hair
have historically been prescribed to the two people's sharing a common celtic ancestry. Actually it now seems much
more likely that the similarity results from the movement of people from the north of Ireland into Scotland in the
centuries 400 - 800 AD. At this time the kingdom of Dalriada, based near Ballymoney in County Antrim extended far
into Scotland. The Irish invaders brought Gaelic language and culture, and they also brought their genes.
The MC1R gene has been identified by researchers as the gene responsible for red hair as well as the accompanying fair
skin and tendency towards freckles. According to recent research, genes for red hair first appeared in human beings about
40,000 to 50,000 years ago.
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Please remember that our meetings are now in the classroom at the Fort
Concho Living History Stables, 236 Henry O. Flipper St. We enter

through the side door.

